The Asian giant hornet (AGH) or Japanese giant hornet, *Vespa mandarinia*, recently found in British Columbia, Canada, and in Washington State, poses a significant threat to European honey bee (EHB), *Apis mellifera*, colonies and is a public health issue. The AGH is the world’s largest species of hornet, native to temperate and tropical Eastern Asia low mountains and forests. The hornet is well adapted to conditions in the Pacific Northwest.

If this hornet becomes established, it will have a severe and damaging impact on the honey bee population, the beekeeping industry, the environment, public health, and the economy. It is critical that we identify, trap, and attempt to eliminate this new pest before it becomes established and widespread. Attempts to contain the spread and eradication of this invasive insect will be most effective in trapping queens during early spring before their nests become established.

It is critical these actions are taken before the fall reproductive and dispersal phase of the hornet. Beekeepers in the field are the most crucial line of defense in locating, identifying, and trapping the hornets. Yet, everyone should be on the lookout for the hornets and report any sightings to local authorities and the Washington State Department of Agriculture.

Here we will cover how the AGH will impact the honey bee, give the reader a better understanding of the hornet, and precautions and first aid if attacked by the hornet. For a complete explanation of the biology of the hornet developed by the USDA, click here.

---

The invasive hornet is a voracious predator of European honey bees late in the season. Honey bee colonies provide a rich, plentiful, and easily attainable food source. The AGH also preys on other hornets and social wasps, yet its impact on honey bee colonies is the biggest concern. An easy target, European honey bees lack the defense mechanisms developed by Asian honey bees (*Apis cerana*), which co-evolved with the hornets. Honey bee brood is rich in protein and fat and is plentiful, the preferred food to feed the hornets developing reproductives, the queens and drones.

To acquire the protein food base, the hornet attack on a honey bee colony occurs in three phases; hunting, slaughter, and occupation. Hornet scouts locate and mark a colony during the hunting phase. A food-site marking pheromone is produced in a gland located on the last abdominal segment of the hornet. The pheromone recruits additional hornet nest-mates, and the slaughter phase occurs. Several hornets will relentlessly attack and kill nearly all of the adult worker bees as they...
The Asian honey bees successfully repel hornets and eliminate the scouts before a mass attack can be started. When a hornet is detected, the A. cerana colony becomes very alert with raised antennae and fanning heavily. The workers also begin emitting a warning sound that tends to repel the hornet. Workers stop foraging and retreat into the colony. Aggregating near the entrance, a group nae and fanning heavily. The workers also begin emitting a warning sound that tends to repel the hornet. Workers stop foraging and retreat into the colony. Aggregating near the entrance, a group of hornets wait and seize the bees near the entrance. A group of hornets wait and seize the bees near the entrance. The intensity of attacks is dependent upon the distance of the food source. The shift from the hunting phase to the slaughter phase usually occurs when the hornet nest is close, within 0.5 to 1.5 miles, and hornet visits are constant. If more distance, up to 5 miles, the hunting phase can continue indefinitely without an attack phase. The forging hornets wait and seize the bees near the entrance. A meaty ball is made from the thorax of the adult bees and carried back to the hornet’s nest.

The European honey bee is easy and bountiful prey for the hornets, with no inherent defense mechanisms. As the bees rush out to defend their colony, they are slaughtered by the hornets, most of the adult workers are decapitated and discarded, the few remaining are ignored as the hornets collect and transport the bee brood back to their nest. The smaller Asian honey bee, Apis cerana, has co-evolved with wasp and hornet predators and has developed several behavioral defense mechanisms and counter-attack strategies against them.

The hornet’s marking pheromone is recognized by A. cerana and stimulates defensive behaviors. The hornets mark a colony by rubbing the basal gland at the tip of the abdomen. European honey bees do not react and do not recognize the hornet marking pheromone. The Asian honey bee recognizes this pheromone and alerts the colony. No single bee attacks alone, the defense is collective. It is the opposite reaction of the European honey bees, which rush out and are slaughtered.
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This shimmering behavior is often effective in driving away a hunting hornet. If the hornet persists a guard bee will grasp the hornet with its mandibles (jaws). Several hundred bees will follow suit and engulf the hornet in a ball in an immediate synchronized rush super-heating the hornet to a lethal temperature. The center of the heat ball reaches 47ºC with high levels of carbon dioxide. The bees hold this position for about 20 minutes, tolerant within a few degrees of temperature of that lethal to the hornet.

This colony defense is highly effective in interrupting the initial hunting phase of the hornet by eliminating the scout hornet, preventing recruitment and mass attack. The defensive heat ball temperature extremes can kill 25% of the honey bees and shorten the longevity of those exposed, though the colony survives. However, the importation of A. cerana is NOT an option to counter the AGH.

**Public Health Issue**

The AGH tends not to be aggressive toward people, though it will attack when their nest or food source is threatened. Stumbling upon or disturbing a nest can be dangerous, especially for the unaware. Hornets patrol the nest entrance day and night, and are highly defensive when protecting their nest or food source. The hornet sting is excruciating, and they can sting repeatedly; unlike honey bees that lose their stinger in the process. Dr. Justin Schmidt, in his book The Sting of the Wild, refers to the AGH as “the most intimidating insect on earth.” In some areas of Asia, they are known as the yak-killer hornet. The stinger is also about a quarter-inch long, and can penetrate through a standard beekeeper’s suit or coveralls. When eliminating nests, double layers of smooth, slippery fabrics should be worn. A protective face mask is also recommended as the hornets can spray venom. If allergic, stings can cause anaphylactic shock but can also be lethal to people who are not allergic if a sufficient dose is received.

**Vespa mandarinia – what beekeepers need to know**

Beekeepers in the Pacific Northwest should be very concerned with the hornet’s discovery in British Columbia and northwest Washington State. The Washington State Department of Agriculture is distributing sap-baited sticky boards aimed at attracting inseminated queens coming out of hibernation. Queens come out of hibernation in late March or early April and begin seeking a suitable site for developing a new nest. During this time, she has a high carbohydrate diet – with oak sap being one of the preferred sources. Sticky traps are an excellent way to capture these AGH queens and prevent their establishment of new nests.

Sticky boards can be used throughout the season to reduce the number of hornets. One trick that Japanese beekeepers use is to “bait” the sticky board with a dead AGH. The pheromone they release attracts additional hornets who in turn attract more hornets. Individual hornets can often be seen in honey bee apiaries in areas heavily infested with the AGH. In Japan, beekeepers use sticks or badminton rackets to knock them out of the air. Care should be taken whenever coming into direct contact with hornets, but they are not overly aggressive away from their nest or when they are not “occupying” a honey bee hive harvesting the pupae or larvae. The Japanese beekeepers have also developed a couple of hive attachments to control the AGH. One is a trap that allows the hornet into a chamber containing bait at the bottom of the trap. A second opening at the top of the bait chamber leads into a capture trap opening. They are taking advantage of the hornet’s tendency to fly up and away once it has taken the bait. These traps do work, but hornets can escape and eventually learn to avoid the trap and wait outside to catch the bees. Another is to attach a screen loosely over the full front of the hive that allows honey bees to come and go, but inhibits the hornet’s approach to the colony. These two methods are often used in tandem at a ratio of 1:5 screens to traps to keep costs down while still disrupting the hornets.

The USDA suggests some sample traps that may also work to capture queens and workers in the spring and fall. For a list of traps that may work, see the USDA’s “New Pest Response Guidelines: Vespa mandarinia - Asian Giant Hornet.”
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Finding the nests can be a bit of a challenge. Their nests are typically in the ground though they can also be found under overhangs and within wall voids. The AGH is a strong flyer and often will fly up and away and have an extensive flight range. Thus tracking can be difficult. If you can locate a nest, proceed with extreme caution and contact WSDA immediately. Do not try to exterminate the nest yourself.

For smaller non-migratory beekeepers, a hornet trap that works well in Japan may help limit the potential for an AGH attack by the AGH. Only screening the hive will not protect colonies from an AGH attack – The Japanese traps are designed to capture the hornet away from the entrance and allow honey bees to forage with less disturbance. Unfortunately, these traps attached to the hive entrance may not be practical for commercial or migratory beekeepers. The commercial beekeepers’ best option to control the hornet may be to use the sticky traps, either baited with sap or a captured hornet. Another option may be to move colonies out of heavily infested areas before the hornets begin making queens and drones in late August through November or until the first heavy frost.

Avoidance and First Aid

If you find yourself in a situation where you are being attacked by any bees, wasps, or hornets – get away from them as quickly as possible. Move quickly, but do not panic! Bees, wasps, and hornets tend to give a warning before they begin an attack. In the case of the AGH, they snap their mandibles (jaws) together, and you will hear a loud clicking noise. But by the time you hear this, it may be too late. The best strategy is to run far away. Do not necessarily run in a straight line. If there are trees or bushes, it is best to weave your way around them to elude the pursuing hornets. If possible, retreat inside a vehicle or structure. The AGH reportedly can fly 19 to 25 MPH. Outrunning them will be difficult, but you can elude them and then get away from their defensive territory. If stung seek medical attention. Also, report the incident to the Washington State Department of Agriculture or local authorities as soon as possible.

The type of damage that venom from bees, wasps, and hornets inflict varies from very mild to quite severe. It is estimated that about one to five percent of individuals stung by bees or wasps will develop a systemic allergic reaction, which can be life-threatening. Persons experiencing difficulty breathing following a sting should seek medical attention immediately. Most people receiving one to a few stings will develop a localized reaction such as swelling and itching of the area of the sting(s). Localized reactions can be significant and painful, with some relief by oral anti-histamine taken. An ice pack can also help to reduce swelling.

In summary, the following are the first-aid suggestions for stings:

- Monitor swelling and remove any tight-fitting jewelry or clothing constricted by swelling
- Take an anti-histamine
- Apply ice or a cold compress.
- Monitor for any severe reactions following a sting
- Call 911 or seek immediate medical care if experiencing respiratory distress or anaphylactic shock.
- Wash the site of the sting thoroughly using soap and water

Additional information on first aid is available at the Washington State Department of Health website:

https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Pests/BeesandWasps

Additional complications from stings noted in the literature include an anaphylactic reaction (can lead to airway closure or cardiac arrest), necrosis (death of tissue), destroying red blood cells, kidney failure, other organ failures, and death. Seek medical attention, call 911 for difficulties breathing or any other life-threatening symptoms.
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